Subculture is known as a group which has different attitudes and beliefs apart from the widespread culture they are within. The values that the subculture defends are enriched visually with the clothing, dressing, garments and the symbols worn by the members of that subculture. The Gothic fashion which is agreed to be one of those subcultures, influences current fashion sectors and leads to creation of new styles.

The Word “gothic” comes from the tribe named “Goth” whose members were warriors and immigrants, survived in 3rd century in North Europe. Afterwards; it was used as an artistic term for describing the architectural genre between 12th and 16th century evolved in Europe. The Gothic period was seen as the darker side of the Medieval ages. The Gothic fashion arisen today is influenced by that period and the members of this trend have adopted this dark and morose dressing style and fashion. The interest of fashion sector in anti-fashions have lead this gothic trend as a subcultural fashion to become an inspirational resource for the fashion designers and triggered the gothic style to find a place everywhere from street fashion to high fashion.